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LET’S 
GET 
STARTED
For over 18 years, ShipOffers has been your go-to resource 
for physical products and fulfillment in the health and 
wellness space. As part of our ongoing commitment to 
being your strategic partner, we are pleased to introduce 
the inaugural edition of our magazine, BEFULFILLED. My 
business partner, Doug Roberts, and I set out to provide 
you with something tangible that shows you what we are 
passionate about by helping our partners create lasting and 
meaningful businesses. This magazine was thoughtfully 
and carefully crafted to provide helpful insights allowing 
entrepreneurs to redefine success.

Inside these pages, we’ll introduce you to a diverse network 
of  amazing people that provide valuable insights into 
business and success.  We’ll share the latest trends that 
can help boost your revenue and offer tips for how to get 
involved. And we’ll explore how to achieve the personal goals 
and dreams you set for yourself when you chose the path of 
an entrepreneur.

We are very proud of the family we have built in our office, 
and with thousands of people worldwide.  We are committed 
to helping our clients and friends live out their excellence.  
Use our team directory on page 4 to reach out and connect 
with us.  If we can’t help you, we will make a connection 
through our network that can!

On behalf of the entire ShipOffers family, Doug and myself, 
we wish you a prosperous start to 2019.  We will be back in 
the summer with more introductions, trends, and tips!  

Sign up at shipoffers.com/magazine to stay connected!

Tony Grebmeier
Co-Founder, ShipOffers

Tony Grebmeier
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How he got his start in direct marketing.

“I’m from a super small town in Hope, Idaho with a population 
of just over 100 people,” says McMahon. He got his start 
in the digital world at a link-building firm called Page One 
Power.

“After three and a half years with them, I joined the 
powerhouse team at ClickBank as an account manager,” he 
says. “I thought I knew about internet marketing and SEO 
and realized that I only had a sliver of internet marketing 
knowledge under my belt.” He actively built his knowledge 
over the following year and then moved into a business 
development role.

An insider’s perspective of ClickBank.

What does ClickBank do? “At the core, we’re a merchant 
processor with a robust affiliate platform built on top of it,” 
explains McMahon. “We handle a lot of the unsexy back-
end work. Without us, you’re tracking affiliates yourself and 
paying out affiliates yourself.”

They’ve been in the online retail world for 20 years. “We’re 
kind of in there with eBay and Amazon.” They eliminate a lot 

of the tedious legwork of online selling for a business owner. 
“You can have a $2 million sales day as a single vendor and 
be just fine,” he says.

“The best types of clients are the ones that have the 
resources to do it right and do it quickly,” says McMahon. 

A digital company delving into the 
physical space.

“We are built on digital, but roughly five to six years ago we 
jumped into the physical space. We help you get qualified for 
a physical or even a digital offer.”

How do they do this? “We look at all the compliance for the 
FTC and FDA,” McMahon explains. Having a physical product 
frequently creates higher average order values and better 
payouts to affiliates. “Your margins might be lower, but the 
average order value can be higher,” he adds. 
 
Simply adding an element such as a printed book into your 
funnel can get you started. A tangible item like a book or 
supplement can play a key role in your overall content strategy 
because it will be seen, remembered, and even shared. 

If you work in the ecommerce space, 
ClickBank is no stranger to you. 
Meet Thomas McMahon, Business 
Development Manager with ClickBank, 
who will give us a sneak peek of what’s 
on the horizon for ClickBank.

Business Development Manager, ClickBank

ClickBank: Giving Sellers 
A Strategic Advantage

Thomas McMahon
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Streamlining the physical product 
approval process.

“If you don’t know how to sell, or if you’ve never sold a 
supplement, you don’t know the hoops to jump through,” he 
explains. That poses a tremendous hurdle for newer sellers.  
Clickbank’s partnership with ShipOffers has not only provided 
the benefits of ensuring compliance for affiliates; it’s also 
dramatically simplified the process of onboarding new 
physical products, says McMahon. 

Once you know your product has a market, the partnership 
with ShipOffers will help get it into the hands of that market 
as quickly as possible. “It’s a very tactical and strategic 
advantage to have a partnership where we’ve pre-approved 
large swaths of white label supplements,” he emphasizes. 
When someone wants to offer a product through ShipOffers, 
all that remains to be done is to ensure that the labels meet 
compliance standards and show the product name and that 
no one has drastically altered the facts panel. 

According to McMahon, through this partnership, many 
entrepreneurs can launch a product in as little as a week or 
two as long as their copy is compliant with regulations.

What’s next for ClickBank?

“We’ve got a lot on our roadmap to improve our platform,” 
says McMahon. “We keep rolling out new features that our 
existing clients have been asking us about! We have an 
improved UI coming down the pipeline. We want to make 
sure that our affiliates are as high-converting as possible. In 
the industry itself, we’re seeing much good wind at our back 
right now.”

Who can benefit from working with 
ClickBank?

“If it’s physical or digital, high-ticket or low-ticket, anything 
that can run on a rev share base, it’s worth looking into 
connecting with ClickBank. If there’s a way to work together, it 
can be an excellent driver to your bottom-line profit margins.”

Learn more about how to get started with ClickBank by 
visiting their website: www.clickbank.com.

If there’s a way to 
work together, it can 
be an excellent driver 
to your bottom line 

profit margins.

clickbank.com
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Kevin Stark On 
Living His Best 

Life Now!

Case Study

In 2016, I was working at a San Francisco-based software 
company. It was a “normal” job, typical 9-5. It had great 
benefits but the downsides were straightforward - I couldn’t 
take time off to do what I wanted, like play golf or attend my 
kid’s activities. At least, without worry that I’d get a call from 
my boss.

One day, I had a conversation with my neighbor, Doug 
Roberts (of ShipOffers) and we started sharing what we 
both did for a living. He mentioned he was partners in a 
products and logistics company with Tony Grebmeier.

That conversation piqued my interest, and was the day I 
was introduced to internet marketing. I saw an incredible 
opportunity for me to be successful because of the unique 
blend of my technical background and other skills I had 
picked up.  I wasn’t in a position to just take the leap full-
time -- I had a family, mortgage, bills, etc -- but I started to 
explore the path.

Identifying the right partners early on was crucial to my 
success. I looked for vendors that were true partners, who 
cared about the longevity of my success and not just their 
own.

I didn’t initially recognize 
how important connections 
would be in developing a 

successful business.

My first venture was with a Green Coffee product, and 
unfortunately it wasn’t really taking off. I talked to the team 
at ShipOffers, and they immediately said; “Let’s fix this”.  
Tony helped me make the connections I needed to get the 
business off the ground. That was the turning point for me. 

I didn’t initially recognize how important connections 
would be in developing a successful business.  Networking 
really pushed me outside of my comfort zone.  After my 
first show, I quickly learned that every time I went to a 
conference, I would meet someone who could open a door 
that wouldn’t otherwise be opened or solve a problem I 
didn’t even know I had. 

The term “time freedom” is thrown around a lot in direct 
marketing, but it is a real advantage. I’m no longer worried 
when I take time off; I’m free of people controlling my time; 
I’m at all my kids’ school and sporting events. Time freedom 
has allowed me to grab my laptop and go anywhere, 
whether it’s Italy, Mexico, or local weekend getaway with my 
kids. I’m living out my dream life.

To those looking to get started or grow their business, my 
advice is to work with reliable vendors who have your best 
interest at heart and to cultivate a strong network.
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Live Your Best Life Now: 
3 Keys To Success

So you’re an entrepreneur – now what? How do you achieve 
the success you dreamed of at the start of your journey? 

Many entrepreneurs struggle with “shiny object syndrome.” 
They jump from idea to idea and project to project rather than 
focusing on the drivers that will move their business toward 
success. However, others have adopted personal traits that 
allow them to harness their vision and develop a highly 
successful business. 

We asked the growth managers at ShipOffers about the most 
vital traits they’ve observed among the successful business 
owners they work with.

Keep your word.

This is plain and simple: If you don’t keep your word, you will 
lose credibility. It’s easy to make a promise, but if you stop 
and think before you make a commitment, you’ll maintain 
integrity. These four traits will help you do just that.

• Be organized! Check your calendar for scheduling 
clashes and review project lists to make sure you have 
the time to fulfill a new request. This way, when you say, 
“I can do it by next Wednesday,” you know that timeframe 
is reasonable. It’s far better to push a deadline out than to 
miss a promised date.

• Be motivated! Don’t just agree to something for the sake 
of pleasing others. Make sure it’s something you believe 
in and can get behind. If you say yes just to be agreeable, 
you won’t have the conviction to get it done well or on 
time. Make sure you ask questions to understand the 
need behind the initial request. You may find a deeper 
need that you can relate to.

• Be honest! Just tell the truth – if you can’t do it, don’t 
say you will. Turning down a request may feel like you’re 
letting others down, and no one wants to do that. But it’s 
far better to say you can’t do it than to give someone false 
hope and then disappoint them.

• Be ethical! When you miss a deadline because you were 
busy, it doesn’t just affect that project; it affects your 
reputation as a whole. Be guided by your values and 
principles, and do as you say you will. Despite our best 
efforts, sometimes we will disappoint people. When you 
do – no excuses! Recognize the disappointment and 

apologize. If you own it, people will give you the benefit of 
the doubt next time.

Be consistent.

Running a business can often feel like a never-ending fire drill, 
darting from place to place to address the hottest issue. Use 
these simple ways to slow down and take control of your day.

• Time-blocking. Review your key tasks for each day, week, 
and month, then schedule time blocks for each of them. 
For example, set aside two hours every morning for client 
calls, then one hour in the afternoon for budgeting, and 
another two hours for special projects. Set aside three 
hours on the first of each month for business planning. If 
you schedule each day, you’ll become more consistent in 
completing tasks. Look back at what you didn’t complete 
and carry it over to the next day.

• Establish systems. Establishing a consistent process 
for completing tasks will make the company run more 
efficiently and give you a truly repeatable business 
strategy. Your company will be process-dependent; not 
people-dependent. 

• Accountability. Everyone needs help. We entrepreneurs 
can often benefit from mentoring from others that propels 
our personal and professional development. Consider a 
mentor, mastermind group, or accountability partner who 
can help you stay on track, overcome challenges, and 
hone your strengths.

Cultivate a vision.

Your vision is a picture of your future that generates passion. 
What do you want your business to be one year from now? 
Three years? Ten? If you can paint a vivid picture, you’ll have 
a clear focus that will steer you in the right direction. 

Keep your vision next to your bed or on your desk and review 
it often to make sure you stay on the right track in every 
choice you make. 

Your vision will help:

• Guide your decisions.
• Catalyze long-term thinking.
• Maintain balance in your life.
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Check out Ryan Levesque’s new book, 
Choose! This book helps readers 
avoid making the single biggest 
mistake in starting a business and 
guides them through answering the 
all-important question: What type of 
business should I start? 

Grab a copy with FREE shipping at 
www.shipoffers.com/choose while 
supplies last!
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How he discovered the direct response 
industry.

In college, where he studied business, Gomez secured an 
internship with Cambridge Commerce. “Our primary focus at 
the time was in the echeck business,” he notes. Eventually, he 
took on a full-time role. 

“As we kept our options open, we got into the direct response 
infomercial space,” Gomez says. That space will quickly test 
whether an idea will move the proverbial needle, he asserts.

Keeping merchants in compliance as they 
scale up.

“Often, what happens is a merchant begins to scale quickly, 
and once you exceed about $100,000 in processing a month 
on an aggregated account like Stripe or PayPal, it goes into 
a different category, and those have to be fully underwritten,” 
Gomez explains. “It’s just like having a real merchant account, 
but it’s still a Stripe or PayPal merchant account; not yours.”

People don’t always realize this. “[PayPal or Stripe] may not 

have cared when you were running $15,000 a month in sales, 
but when you start processing a quarter million dollars, 
they’re going to look at what you’re doing very carefully,” he 
emphasizes. “People think that they can just run anything 
there, but if you read through their restricted brevity business 
models, you actually can’t.”

“This is where you may seek to obtain your own merchant 
processing account from a reputable provider,” he notes.

Designing pragmatic, people-focused 
solutions.

Entrepreneurs turn to Cambridge because of the way they 
work with people. “We look for vendor partners that have the 
same type of mentality and values,” Gomez emphasizes. “We 
look for clients that share the same kind of attitude and values. 
They are in it for the long haul and not just a quick buck. When 
we do that, it’s so much more fun to come to work.”

How would Gomez respond to someone just diving into the 
realm of ecommerce today? “I’d be his fan. I’m a fan of our 
clients. I’d work with him to help find the pragmatic solutions 
that fit his needs.”

Meet Travis Gomez, VP of Business 
Development at Cambridge 
Commerce. After you read this article, 
he’ll be your new favorite guy.

VP of Business, Cambridge Commerce

Cambridge Commerce: 
People-Focused Direct 

Response Solutions

Travis Gomez
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“I love spending time with people to help them understand 
what their objectives are, both short-term and long-term,” he 
affirms. “I enjoy designing plans and strategies on how to get 
them from where they’re at now to where they want to go.”

What makes a good partnership in 
ecommerce?

“It’s having somebody who’s helping walk you through what to 
do in the midst of chaos or tell you honestly, ‘That’s what I’d 
want,’” says Gomez. “That’s what we look for in our partners, 
from fulfillment to manufacturers to customer service.” 

“Many people undervalue service because service is not 
just coming back with an answer. It’s anticipating what the 
need is,” he notes. Quality service may address a client’s pain 
points before they even become aware of them. 

In terms of back-end support, Cambridge Commerce strives 
to provide streamlined solutions for clients that allow them to 
focus on the core elements of business management. 

It’s having somebody who's helping 
walk you through what to do in 
the midst of chaos or tell you 

honestly, “that's what I'd want.”

“I love when the client can focus on the marketing elements 
and the way they’re running and operating their business. 
They shouldn’t have to worry about the vendor partners or 
having to babysit a fulfillment company or management 
company or not getting the inventory report,” says Gomez.

He describes the frustrations that have brought clients to 
Cambridge Commerce. Some clients were getting their 
product on backorder. “They’re waiting for their product to 
come out. They’ve got orders that are coming in; they’ve set 
aside or held transactions. The systems are going to charge 
the order and hope it comes in on time.” 

“Those things can get you in a lot of trouble. It frustrates 
customers,” Gomez asserts. “That inevitably is going to lead 
to disputes and chargebacks for products that didn’t come in 
time. Our partnership with ShipOffers just makes it so easy 
because [customers] don’t even have to worry about that 
entire element of their business. Everything’s taken care of.”

Learn more about Cambridge Commerce or get the 
conversation started at www.cambridgecommerce.com!

cambridgecommerce.com
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Supplement Your Offers 
With KETO!

This trend makes any products related to KETO hot 
commodities in the eCommerce world.

Why is the KETO diet so popular?
The benefits of being KETO are quite wide, 
especially since at its core you’re burning fat as 
opposed to carbs for energy.
According to recent studies some benefits may 
include:

• Steady weight loss
• Increased levels of good HDL Cholesterol 
• Reduced Blood Sugar & Insulin
• Therapeutic for several brain disorders such 

as epilepsy

a growth of an accelerated 5% annually which means by 2022, 
the market is estimated at a $400 Billion worth.

As time has shown, the health market grows and is 
profitable.

And as the ketogenic market continues to grow more 
products will be available, maybe even one that you’ve 
created.

Moving forward…

If you were thinking of going into the health market, while
other diets and health offers will work, KETO products are 
still proving to an incredible growth opportunity according to 
Josh Noble, Director of Business Development at ShipOffers, 
has said: “Not many things have caught fire as the KETO Diet 
in my three plus years in the industry.

This multi-billion dollar industry is an excellent example of a 
trend  that can lead to a successful eCommerce business.

What does the KETO diet do for you?

Besides dropping weight and getting healthy, the ketogenic 
diet allows you to truly experience a boost in energy as your 
liver produces more ketones that act as a substitute for 
glucose for the brain.

Essentially, it’s like putting your brain on stevia over sugar.

While counter-acting a lot of the negative effects of high-carb 
consumption, KETO diets actually are fairly simple to take on 
as it allows you to still eat meat, poultry, fish, vegetables, and 
more.

You can even have some carbs but you want to keep those to 
a minimum.

So how does this affect you and your 
business?
Besides the health benefits, the ketogenic market is looking at 

Google reports that the top trending health question of 2018 was people looking for information on the 
KETO Diet.  And according to Google Trends, it has been at its peak popularity since the start of 2019.



KETO is the 
#1 trending diet!

shipoffers.com
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Perhaps your sales have begun to plateau. You’re still doing 
steady business, but you only have so many hours in the day. 
How can you boost your sales volume without devoting time 
you don’t have to marketing?

It’s time to hone your sales strategy with this three-pronged 
plan.

Upsell and cross-sell to existing 
customers.

Your most valuable customers are the ones you already 
have. You could spend a lot of time and money on new 
acquisitions, but consider this: some simple upsell and cross-
sell systems have the potential to raise your revenue faster.

Don’t we all love a system we can set up quickly and reap the 
benefits of for a very long time? Upselling is offering more to 
people who already know they can trust your brand. 

If any of your customers don’t know you offer a premium 
product or a related product, you’re the only one to blame! Be 
sure that every product is tied to a relevant upsell. 

1. Don’t have a premium product that’s an obvious upsell 
from a lower-tier product? Create one. Expand your 
catalog.

• Use a higher-quality material to produce a deluxe version 
of an existing product.

• Add a bulk size option. 

• Find out the one thing customers wish an existing 
product could do and create a new and improved model 
that does exactly that.

2. Cross-selling is equally important. Accessorize your offer. 

• Have a weight-loss product? Pair it with exercise 
equipment or an info product to help with home workouts. 

• Have a skin-care product? Offer a facial scrub, mask, or 
toner. 

• Have a kitchen appliance? Pair it with a cookbook, 
cooking utensils, or a related accessory.

Remember – your bottom line is only as valuable as the 
offers you make.

Popularize your brand on social 
media.

Instagram has introduced shoppable posts, and Facebook 
features shops and a marketplace. Ignoring the millions of 
active users on social media will lead to a massive loss for 
an ecommerce store.

Many of the tools you already utilize can easily integrate with 
these systems. If you use them strategically, you can reap big 
rewards. Here are a few key pointers:

• Design your Instagram and Facebook accounts to look 
completely different from what other companies are 
doing – from the content you post to the features you 
implement. These platforms make retargeting with 
advertising a piece of cake. 

• Incorporate 2018’s hottest trend of using Facebook’s 
messenger bot for cart abandonment, subscription 
reminders, and upsells, and you’ll have automated a 
massive portion of sales work.

Marketing Tips 
For E-Commerce 
Entrepreneurs
Gain traction with 
your target base while 
making more free time.

PayKickstart is the ultimate shopping cart and 
affiliate management platform, empowering online 
Entrepreneurs with the tools to get more customers, 
boost backend revenue, and drive repeat sales.

Increase your average customer value and monthly 
recurring revenue with powerful, yet easy-to-use tools 
like customizable checkout pages & popups, 1-click 
upsells, order bumps, coupons, free/paid trials, 
payment plans, address auto-complete, subscription 
saver sequences, cart abandonment elements, and 
so much more.

PayKickstart give you the full flexibility and power 
to manage your entire business, with 0% per 
transaction fees, loads of 3rd party integrations, a 
robust API, and mobile app at your fingertips.

Learn more about PayKickstart and start your free 
trial here >>  paykickstart.com
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• Leverage your influencers. Use visual search to spot that 
celeb who wore your product; ask that Twitter maven to 
write a guest post.

• Share content that delivers value in and of itself. Gone 
are the days of just slapping up an ad – now, educational 
posts, infographics, and short videos that both entertain 
and inform are all the rage.

 
Get segmenting.

Simply capturing emails isn’t enough. Drip campaign 
automation won’t cut it anymore, either. Your customers are 
getting bombarded with email and text notifications every 
minute. If you want to rise above the white noise, you need to 
speak directly to them. 

How can you do that without spending all day on it? 

• Be sure your email and text marketing is segmented and 
automated by purchase history, products viewed, cart 
abandonment, personal information (allowing you to 
send, say, happy birthday emails), and types of feedback.

Submit your tips!
shipoffers.com/ecommercemarketingtips

• Leverage the most powerful but overlooked customer 
responses. Did a customer have an amazing experience 
and leave you five stars? Great! Maybe they’re a good fit 
for an ambassador or influencer program. (If you don’t 
have one, launch one and invite them in!)

• Did they only have a two-star experience? Make it up to 
them. A few discount codes and a little extra love from a 
customer satisfaction team could recover your customer 
and take them from “meh” to “must buy.” 

The best part? Once the automation is set up, your selling 
happens on auto-pilot. Your customers will get a personalized 
response, which will keep them coming back for more.
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CEO, Fully Accountable

Their lightbulb moment:  
Tracking cost of acquisition.

Companies come to Fully Accountable because of its ability 
to solve a major problem, says CEO Vinnie Fisher. “People 
assume I’m an accountant, but that’s not actually how Fully 
Accountable started. I’m an entrepreneur,” he asserts. 

He realized that he was focusing too much on gross revenue 
rather than on managing cash flow and protecting a profit 
margin. A lightbulb went off: He wasn’t the only one making 
that mistake. He and his team began looking at the core 
issues in the ecommerce industry and noticed some serious 
gaps that needed to be filled. 

“I’m a growth freak,” says Fisher. “I’m always looking for 
places to get traffic.”

“I believed gross revenue solves all problems. The problem 
is, that’s not true. I would go out and get traffic everywhere 
in my health supplement company. But nobody, including my 
own team, could track my costs by channel.” 

Fisher’s company couldn’t evaluate which choices were 
actually driving their traffic. “I was done overpaying affiliates 
in the wrong places to drive traffic. That was never going to 
work for me,” he says. At that point, he regrouped and made a 

key move: “I overhauled our ability to track the money all the 
way to the end and get my real cost of acquisition, my CPA, 
by channel.”

That proved a real game-changer, differentiating them from 
the competition. “I knew that we could do actual data analyst 
work as accountants to track by channel how we acquire 
customers,” he affirms.

Helping entrepreneurs avoid  
the biggest pitfalls.

“Everyone always wants to know how they’re doing against 
somebody else,” Fisher says. “How do I rank up against 
other Amazon businesses – or, if you look at my supplement 
company, am I paying the right price? Do we have enough 
people on my team?” 

“They’re always guessing,” he emphasizes. “They don’t have 
any benchmarks, internally or externally.”

Too many businesses are just gleaning whatever is left for 
them after the big players claim their rewards. “You need 
to know what you shoot for,” Fisher stresses, adding that 
businesses must know how to leverage their strengths while 
honing their growth edge in order to hit their target margins.

Fully Accountable helps ecommerce and 
digital companies with their accounting, 
cash flow, budgeting, forecasting, and 
much more. As growth and revenue 
experts, they help diagnose the challenges 
that are holding companies back from 
achieving more profits and stable growth.

Helping Entrepreneurs Track 
Cash Flow And Acquisitions

Vinnie Fisher
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Many entrepreneurs need to focus much more on cash flow, 
he asserts. “People are blowing too much cash flow on 
growing in the wrong directions. You must be using real key 
indicators to know what are the right things to be tracked and 
where money should and should not be spent.”

 I believed gross revenue 
solves all problems. The 

problem is, that’s not true.

Shifting from reactive to proactive 
management of finances.

In their onboarding process for new customers, Fully 
Accountable helps companies shift from reactive to proactive 
financial management. “We get under the hood and assess, 
almost like a business audit,” Fischer explains. “We tell you: 
You need this, you’re missing that. We speak the language 
of business, which is finance. We show you that you’re 
not tracking, or that you’re out of compliance because you 
haven’t filed certain things, or that you’re behind because 
you’re not even closing stuff on a weekly or monthly basis.”

In such cases, people are managing their finances like 
a solopreneur struggling to file a tax return rather than 
making savvy business choices, he says. Fully Accountable 
shows them how they can correct course and enjoy greater 
prospects for success.

Getting started with Fully Accountable.

Fully Accountable works with ecommerce and digital 
companies that sell a product – typically those that pull in a 
seven-figure profit. “If you’re in e-learning and you’re doing 
$500,000 in revenue, you are a perfect candidate to be taking 
advantage of our expertise,” says Fisher.

How can you get started? On Fully Accountable’s homepage, 
you can download their free proven growth formula, which 
includes cash flow management tips and key indicators that 
ecommerce and digital companies should track. “If you do 
nothing else, do those things,” advises Fisher. You can also 
book a free strategy call with them at go.fullyaccountable.
com/30-minute-strategy-call.

fullyaccountable.com
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30 caps
1 cap serving

Phytoceramides

15 ml
Twice Daily

Eye Wrinkle Cream

1 oz.
Daily Use

Anti Aging Cream

SKIN CARE

Topical cream designed to naturally reduce 
the appearance of stretch marks.* 
SKU-210-STRTCHSIL

Anti-aging eye cream formula for a natural, 
vibrant and youthful appearance.*
SKU-119-HYDROEYES 

Phytoceramides are an effective solution for 
healthy, youthful-ooking skin and wrinkle 
reduction.*
SKU-132-PHYT

Topical facial skin care formulated with 
Hyaluronic Acid for a youthful and smooth 
look.* 
SKU-266-VCSRM

1 oz.
Daily Use

Super C Serum

15 ml
Daily Use

Correcting formula for age spots, dark 
spots, sun spots or discoloration.*
SKU-282-DRKSPT

Dark Spot Formula

37 INVERNESS DR E #100. ENGLEWOOD, CO 80112  |  PHONE: 866.393.3483
*Formulas are subject to change. For information, contact us at www.shipoffers.com

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

ShipOffers 
Catalog
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37 INVERNESS DR E #100. 
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80112
PHONE: 866-393-3483 

* Formulas are subject to change. 
   For information, contact us at www.shipoffers.com
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30 caps
1 cap serving

Phytoceramides

15 ml
Twice Daily

Eye Wrinkle Cream

1 oz.
Daily Use

Anti Aging Cream

SKIN CARE

Topical cream designed to naturally reduce 
the appearance of stretch marks.* 
SKU-210-STRTCHSIL

Anti-aging eye cream formula for a natural, 
vibrant and youthful appearance.*
SKU-119-HYDROEYES 

Phytoceramides are an effective solution for 
healthy, youthful-ooking skin and wrinkle 
reduction.*
SKU-132-PHYT

Topical facial skin care formulated with 
Hyaluronic Acid for a youthful and smooth 
look.* 
SKU-266-VCSRM

1 oz.
Daily Use

Super C Serum

15 ml
Daily Use

Correcting formula for age spots, dark 
spots, sun spots or discoloration.*
SKU-282-DRKSPT

Dark Spot Formula
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Skin Care
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   These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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WEIGHT LOSS

60 caps
2 cap serving

Forskolin

Powerful Coleus Forskohlii Extract.  
Fat-burning appetite suppressant and 
weight loss supplement.*
SKU-115-FSKLN

60 caps
2 cap serving

Keto

Ketogenic weight loss and energy building 
formula.*
SKU-898-KETO

60 caps
2 cap serving

Raspberry Ketones

Made from pure Raspberry Ketones this 
formula has been called “fat-burner in a 
bottle.”*
SKU-137-RASP

60 caps
2 cap serving

Green Coffee

100% pure green coffee bean extract. 
Advanced weight loss and stimulant 
formula.*
SKU-117-GCBE

60 caps
2 cap serving

Garcinia Cambogia

Doctor-endorsed as the holy grail of weight 
loss. Contains a potent 60% HCA.*
SKU-116-GAR

37 INVERNESS DR E #100. ENGLEWOOD, CO 80112  |  PHONE: 866.393.3483
*Formulas are subject to change. For information, contact us at www.shipoffers.com

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

CBD SUPPLEMENTS

1 ml

37 INVERNESS DR E #100. ENGLEWOOD, CO 80112  |  PHONE: 866.393.3483
*Formulas are subject to change. For information, contact us at www.shipoffers.com

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

30 caps
1 cap serving

300 mg CBD Pills

Loaded with full-spectrum hemp oil extract 
our capsules deliver incredible nutrition and 
the calming effects of CBD in an 
easy-to-swallow capsule.*
SKU-1054-HMPPLL

1 oz. (30ml)

CBD Tincture Pet

CBD Pet was formulated with your furry 
friends in mind to give them all natural relief. 
Easy to use by just adding drops as directed 
into water or food.*
SKU-1302-PETTINC

1 ml
1 oz. (30ml)

300 mg CBD Tincture 

CBD Oil is one of the most beloved and 
popular supplements worldwide. An 
excellent option for those looking for a 
natural relief from pain and other 
symptoms. 99%+ CBD and MCT oil in 300 
mg. *
SKU-922-TINCCB

Weight Loss

* Formulas are subject to change. 
   For information, contact us at www.shipoffers.com
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WEIGHT LOSS

60 caps
2 cap serving

Forskolin

Powerful Coleus Forskohlii Extract.  
Fat-burning appetite suppressant and 
weight loss supplement.*
SKU-115-FSKLN

60 caps
2 cap serving

Keto

Ketogenic weight loss and energy building 
formula.*
SKU-898-KETO

60 caps
2 cap serving

Raspberry Ketones

Made from pure Raspberry Ketones this 
formula has been called “fat-burner in a 
bottle.”*
SKU-137-RASP

60 caps
2 cap serving

Green Coffee

100% pure green coffee bean extract. 
Advanced weight loss and stimulant 
formula.*
SKU-117-GCBE

60 caps
2 cap serving

Garcinia Cambogia

Doctor-endorsed as the holy grail of weight 
loss. Contains a potent 60% HCA.*
SKU-116-GAR
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1 ml
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30 caps
1 cap serving

300 mg CBD Pills

Loaded with full-spectrum hemp oil extract 
our capsules deliver incredible nutrition and 
the calming effects of CBD in an 
easy-to-swallow capsule.*
SKU-1054-HMPPLL

1 oz. (30ml)

CBD Tincture Pet

CBD Pet was formulated with your furry 
friends in mind to give them all natural relief. 
Easy to use by just adding drops as directed 
into water or food.*
SKU-1302-PETTINC

1 ml
1 oz. (30ml)

300 mg CBD Tincture 

CBD Oil is one of the most beloved and 
popular supplements worldwide. An 
excellent option for those looking for a 
natural relief from pain and other 
symptoms. 99%+ CBD and MCT oil in 300 
mg. *
SKU-922-TINCCB

* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
   These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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MENS HEALTH

60 caps
2 cap serving

Testosterone Booster

Powerful testosterone boosting formula for 
muscle mass, libido and performance.*
SKU-141-TSTBLACK

60 caps
2 cap serving

Nitric Oxide

Powerful body-building formula with amino 
acids for massive strength and power.*
SKU-128-NO2

60 caps
2 cap serving

BCAA

Branched Chain Amino Acids for advanced 
muscle growth, metabolism and 
recuperation.*
SKU-100-BCAA

1 oz.
30 applications

HGA Spray

Revolutionary liquid formula designed to 
naturally increase your own levels of HGH 
in the body.*
SKU-118-HGASPRAY

60 caps
2 cap serving

available in blue bottle*

Virility Pills

The original male enhancement pill. World 
famous, potent, and incredibly effective.*
SKU-146-VPRX BLUE
SKU-147-VPRX WHITE

30 tabs
1 tab serving

Enhance9

Once-daily male enhancement tablet for 
ultimate sexual power and virility.*
SKU-149-VTABS

37 INVERNESS DR E #100. ENGLEWOOD, CO 80112  |  PHONE: 866.393.3483
*Formulas are subject to change. For information, contact us at www.shipoffers.com

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

POWDER FORMULAS

12 oz.
65 servings

Creatine Powder

Pure Creatine for improved performance, 
power and recovery.*
SKU-305-CRERAW

4.7 oz.
45 servings

Pre-Workout Powder

Pre-Workout formula to enhance strength, 
endurance and energy.*
SKU-304-PNRGFP

5.6 oz.
30 servings

BCAA Powder

Branched Chain Amino Acids (BCAAs) for 
strength training and recovery.*
SKU-306-BCAAFP

5.55 oz.
30 servings

Greens Powders

Drink your greens in an incredible tasting 
nutrient packaged formula with none of the 
juicing mess.*
SKU-1280-GRNPWDR

37 INVERNESS DR E #100. ENGLEWOOD, CO 80112  |  PHONE: 866.393.3483
*Formulas are subject to change. For information, contact us at www.shipoffers.com

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

Powder Formulas

* Formulas are subject to change. 
   For information, contact us at www.shipoffers.com
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MENS HEALTH

60 caps
2 cap serving

Testosterone Booster

Powerful testosterone boosting formula for 
muscle mass, libido and performance.*
SKU-141-TSTBLACK

60 caps
2 cap serving

Nitric Oxide

Powerful body-building formula with amino 
acids for massive strength and power.*
SKU-128-NO2

60 caps
2 cap serving

BCAA

Branched Chain Amino Acids for advanced 
muscle growth, metabolism and 
recuperation.*
SKU-100-BCAA

1 oz.
30 applications

HGA Spray

Revolutionary liquid formula designed to 
naturally increase your own levels of HGH 
in the body.*
SKU-118-HGASPRAY

60 caps
2 cap serving

available in blue bottle*

Virility Pills

The original male enhancement pill. World 
famous, potent, and incredibly effective.*
SKU-146-VPRX BLUE
SKU-147-VPRX WHITE

30 tabs
1 tab serving

Enhance9

Once-daily male enhancement tablet for 
ultimate sexual power and virility.*
SKU-149-VTABS
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POWDER FORMULAS

12 oz.
65 servings

Creatine Powder

Pure Creatine for improved performance, 
power and recovery.*
SKU-305-CRERAW

4.7 oz.
45 servings

Pre-Workout Powder

Pre-Workout formula to enhance strength, 
endurance and energy.*
SKU-304-PNRGFP

5.6 oz.
30 servings

BCAA Powder

Branched Chain Amino Acids (BCAAs) for 
strength training and recovery.*
SKU-306-BCAAFP

5.55 oz.
30 servings

Greens Powders

Drink your greens in an incredible tasting 
nutrient packaged formula with none of the 
juicing mess.*
SKU-1280-GRNPWDR
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Mens Health
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WOMENS HEALTH

60 caps
3 cap serving

Hair, Skin and Nails

Fortified with nutrients to help the body’s 
youthful appearance and overall health.*
SKU-321-HSN60

60 caps
2 cap serving

Hormone Support

Formulated with natural herbs and extracts 
to help support women’s hormones.*
SKU-296-HRMSPT

37 INVERNESS DR E #100. ENGLEWOOD, CO 80112  |  PHONE: 866.393.3483
*Formulas are subject to change. For information, contact us at www.shipoffers.com
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Powerful, fast-acting capsule for focus, 
clarity and improved cognitive memory.*
SKU-168-BRNBSTR

GENERAL HEALTH

30 caps
1 cap serving

Nootropics

Developed with nutrients for enhanced brain 
function, clarity and increased feelings of 
well-being.*
SKU-387-NOOT30

30 caps
1 cap serving

Blood Sugar Support

A combination of herbs and nutrients 
designed to balance and maintain healthy 
blood sugar levels.*
SKU-102-BLSG

60 caps
2 cap serving

Liver Detox

Liver Detox works to support liver work and 
to help in keeping up the liver.*
SKU-738-SOLIVER

Apple Cider Vinegar is a great supplement 
that has been utilized by millions to get 
more fit, and to help you generally feel 
better.*
SKU-740-SOAPCID

90 caps
3 cap serving

MCT Oil

MCT's are a unique type of fatty acid found 
in coconut oil that are a much faster source 
of energy.*
SKU-723-MCTOIL

60 caps
2 cap serving

30 caps
1 cap serving

Vision Support

Vitamins, extracts and amino acids 
formulated to help promote natural vision 
health.*
SKU-148-VISSUPPORT

60 caps
2 cap serving

Blood Pressure Support

Unique blend of vitamins and herbs to help 
support normal blood pressure levels.*
SKU-101-BLPR

Ashwagandha

Known as a standout amongst the most 
ground-breaking herbs available and is most 
notable for its helpful advantages.*
SKU-739-ASWAGA

60 caps
2 cap serving

Apple Cider Vinegar

Mind Matrix

60 caps
2 cap serving

37 INVERNESS DR E #100. ENGLEWOOD, CO 80112  |  PHONE: 866.393.3483
*Formulas are subject to change. For information, contact us at www.shipoffers.com

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

GENERAL HEALTHWomens Health
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   For information, contact us at www.shipoffers.com
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WOMENS HEALTH

60 caps
3 cap serving

Hair, Skin and Nails

Fortified with nutrients to help the body’s 
youthful appearance and overall health.*
SKU-321-HSN60

60 caps
2 cap serving

Hormone Support

Formulated with natural herbs and extracts 
to help support women’s hormones.*
SKU-296-HRMSPT
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Powerful, fast-acting capsule for focus, 
clarity and improved cognitive memory.*
SKU-168-BRNBSTR

GENERAL HEALTH

30 caps
1 cap serving

Nootropics

Developed with nutrients for enhanced brain 
function, clarity and increased feelings of 
well-being.*
SKU-387-NOOT30

30 caps
1 cap serving

Blood Sugar Support

A combination of herbs and nutrients 
designed to balance and maintain healthy 
blood sugar levels.*
SKU-102-BLSG

60 caps
2 cap serving

Liver Detox

Liver Detox works to support liver work and 
to help in keeping up the liver.*
SKU-738-SOLIVER

Apple Cider Vinegar is a great supplement 
that has been utilized by millions to get 
more fit, and to help you generally feel 
better.*
SKU-740-SOAPCID

90 caps
3 cap serving

MCT Oil

MCT's are a unique type of fatty acid found 
in coconut oil that are a much faster source 
of energy.*
SKU-723-MCTOIL

60 caps
2 cap serving

30 caps
1 cap serving

Vision Support

Vitamins, extracts and amino acids 
formulated to help promote natural vision 
health.*
SKU-148-VISSUPPORT

60 caps
2 cap serving

Blood Pressure Support

Unique blend of vitamins and herbs to help 
support normal blood pressure levels.*
SKU-101-BLPR

Ashwagandha

Known as a standout amongst the most 
ground-breaking herbs available and is most 
notable for its helpful advantages.*
SKU-739-ASWAGA

60 caps
2 cap serving

Apple Cider Vinegar

Mind Matrix

60 caps
2 cap serving
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60 caps
2 cap serving

Cholesterol Support

Designed to support normal cholesterol and 
triglyceride levels for natural heart health.*
SKU-109-CHOL

60 caps
2 cap serving

Nerve Support

Nerve support formula designed for 
peripheral neuropathy and nerve pain relief.*
SKU-297-NRVSPT

60 caps
2 cap serving

Prostate Support

Complex mixtures of vitamins, herbs, 
extracts and powders for prostate health.*
SKU-504-PRST60

60 caps
2 cap serving

Thyroid Support

Daily herbal supplement designed for 
natural thyroid support and overall health.*
SKU-140-THYRO

30 caps
1 cap serving

Positive Mood

Daily mood capsules for a happy, positive 
state of mind and well-being.*
SKU-172-LIFETABS

30 tabs
1 tab serving

Daily Multi Vitamin

Complex multivitamin for optimal nutrition, 
health and wellness. Contains over 25 
ingredients.*
SKU-127-MVIT

60 caps
2 cap serving

Immune Support

Complex antioxidants and nutrients for 
helping to enhance the body’s immune 
system.*
SKU-155-IMSUPPORT

60 caps
2 cap serving

Joint Formula

Advanced combination of vitamins, extracts 
and amino acids for natural joint health.*
SKU-120-JNT

90 caps
1 cap serving

Fish Oil

EPA / DHA Omega 3 Fish oil for supporting 
cholesterol, heart and brain function.*
SKU-114-FISHOIL

37 INVERNESS DR E #100. ENGLEWOOD, CO 80112  |  PHONE: 866.393.3483
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GENERAL HEALTH

30 caps
1 cap serving

Energy Formula

Energy supplement for enhanced stamina, 
endurance and focused energy.*
SKU-214-ENERGY

30 soft gels
1 soft gel serv

Krill Oil

Rich in omega-3 fatty acids, Krill oil supports 
heart health, immunity, positive mood and 
health.*
SKU-122-KRL30

60 caps
1 cap serving

Turmeric

Powerful anti-inflammatory formula for full 
body health and youth.*
SKU-225-TRMRIC

30 caps
1 cap serving

Probiotics

Contains essential microorganisms thought 
to be helpful for overall health and 
well-being.*
SKU-134-PROB30

60 caps
2 cap serving

Maintenance Cleanse

Herbal formula designed for natural colon 
health, cleansing and weight loss.*
SKU-181-MCLNSE

37 INVERNESS DR E #100. ENGLEWOOD, CO 80112  |  PHONE: 866.393.3483
*Formulas are subject to change. For information, contact us at www.shipoffers.com

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
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60 caps
2 cap serving

Cholesterol Support

Designed to support normal cholesterol and 
triglyceride levels for natural heart health.*
SKU-109-CHOL

60 caps
2 cap serving

Nerve Support

Nerve support formula designed for 
peripheral neuropathy and nerve pain relief.*
SKU-297-NRVSPT

60 caps
2 cap serving

Prostate Support

Complex mixtures of vitamins, herbs, 
extracts and powders for prostate health.*
SKU-504-PRST60

60 caps
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Thyroid Support
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natural thyroid support and overall health.*
SKU-140-THYRO
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Positive Mood
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state of mind and well-being.*
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30 tabs
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Daily Multi Vitamin
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health and wellness. Contains over 25 
ingredients.*
SKU-127-MVIT

60 caps
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Immune Support

Complex antioxidants and nutrients for 
helping to enhance the body’s immune 
system.*
SKU-155-IMSUPPORT

60 caps
2 cap serving

Joint Formula

Advanced combination of vitamins, extracts 
and amino acids for natural joint health.*
SKU-120-JNT

90 caps
1 cap serving

Fish Oil

EPA / DHA Omega 3 Fish oil for supporting 
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30 caps
1 cap serving

Energy Formula

Energy supplement for enhanced stamina, 
endurance and focused energy.*
SKU-214-ENERGY

30 soft gels
1 soft gel serv

Krill Oil

Rich in omega-3 fatty acids, Krill oil supports 
heart health, immunity, positive mood and 
health.*
SKU-122-KRL30

60 caps
1 cap serving

Turmeric

Powerful anti-inflammatory formula for full 
body health and youth.*
SKU-225-TRMRIC

30 caps
1 cap serving

Probiotics

Contains essential microorganisms thought 
to be helpful for overall health and 
well-being.*
SKU-134-PROB30

60 caps
2 cap serving

Maintenance Cleanse

Herbal formula designed for natural colon 
health, cleansing and weight loss.*
SKU-181-MCLNSE
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Partners To Support 
Your Business
Since 2001, ShipOffers has been providing contract manufacturing, sourcing, and fulfillment 
services specializing in the Health & Beauty industry. During this process we have developed 
strong strategic partnerships with industry leaders in a variety of fields supporting everything 
it takes to run and grow a successful online campaign.

Manufacturers
UST Corp Adam Miller 1 (801) 547-8052 www.ustcorp.com

Nutratech Labs, Inc. Phil Stone 1 (315) 695-2256 www.nutratechlabs.com

Media
Book Printing ShipOffers 1 (866) 393-3483 www.shipoffers.com

CRM
Konnektive Matt Moratano 1 (800) 270-8701 www.konnektive.com

Limelight 1 (800) 455-9645 www.www.limelightcrm.com

WooCommerce www.woocommerce.com

PayKickstart Matt Callen support@paykickstart.com www.paykickstart.com

UltraCart 1 (209) 383-9870 www.ultracart.com

ClickFunnels 1 (208) 323-9451 www.clickfunnels.com

Shopify 1 (855) 816-3857 www.shopify.com

Marketplace
ClickBank Thomas McMahon 1 (800) 390-6035 www.clickbank.com

BuyGoods Fran Jones 1 (302) 404-2568 www.buygoods.com

Processing
Cambridge Commerce Travis Gomez 1 (760) 444-9000 www.cambridgecommerce.com

Easy Pay Direct Brad Weimert 1 (800) 805-4949 www.easypaydirect.com

Seamless Chex Jonathan Albert 1 (888) 998-2439 www.seamlesschex.com

Moneta Management, Inc. Todd Greene 1 (844) 666-3821 www.monetamanagement.com
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Featured Partners

Chargeback Midigation
Chargebacks911 Ben Shaffer 1 (877) 634-9808 www.chargebacks911.com

Midigator Kyle Allred 1 (800) 960-2184 www.midigator.com

Accounting
Fully Accountable Rachel Scava 1 (877) 330-9401 www.fullyaccountable.com

Traffic
Union Danny Carb 1 (800) 876-8408 www.unionsquaremedia.com

Consulting
RedOx Blake Hartshorn 1 (702) 984-5359 www.redoxconsulting.com

Fairall Group Brett Fairall 1 (877) 234-5672 www.bfairall.com

Ecomm Insider Tanner Larrson 1 (775) 432-1757 www.buildgrowscale.com/ecom-insider

Amplified Partnerships Matthew Stafford 1 (775) 432-1757 www.buildgrowscale.com/amplified-
partnerships

Customer Service
Turtle Peak Steve Brown 1 (844) 702-4220 www.turtlepeakcs.com

Great Falls Marketing Steve Mondor 1 (800) 640-0676 www.greatfallsmarketing.com

HelpGrid Fran Jones 1 (302) 200-4456 www.helpgrid.com

Masterminds
War Room Mastermind www.warroommastermind.com

Baby Bath Water Michael Lovitch 1 (720) 722-2216 www.babybathwater.com

Genius Network Joe Polish 1 (480) 858-0008 www.geniusnetwork.com

TotalCEO Vinnie Fisher 1 (888) 208-4941 www.thetotalceo.com
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Adam Miller and Dr. Michael Felley

A winding path to a passion for 
supplements.
“I actually started in direct response, buying print ads and 
running radio to host real estate seminars,” says Miller. With 
a background working in real estate in Florida, he joined a 
direct response call center when the economy tanked.

While going through another transition away from the call 
center, a former competitor connected him with UST. He 
loved UST’s emphasis on meeting customers face to face. It 
felt like he’d stumbled onto a fast-growing family business.

Coming to UST benefited him on a personal level, too, as his 
health had reached a low point.

“About ten years ago, I weighed about 75 pounds more than 
I do now,” he says. “I kind of went down a fitness journey.  
Coming to UST and being able to formulate and work on 
products that I was passionate about was amazing.”

What sets UST apart from the crowd?

“Our customers are our lifeblood,” Miller asserts.

They’re committed to full transparency and always having 

their customers’ back. “We have a handful of billion-dollar 
clients, which is kind of rare for a company of our size. It 
comes down to their peace of mind because if you hit it big 
in this industry, the FDA is going to come knocking – and UST 
has a spotless track record.”

“In fact, on the last two FDA visits, they had no 
recommendations, which is almost unheard of,” Miller says. 

World-class experts also set UST apart from the competition. 
Dr. Michael Felley came to the industry via a career in 
medicine. He’d previously worked as the assistant CEO 
at Ranger Medical in Denver. Word of a position at UST 
immediately intrigued him. 

The three on-site laboratories particularly impressed him – 
he knew he’d be producing the best-quality product.

He read voraciously, absorbing every peer-reviewed article he 
could find. “I just got hooked,” Dr. Felley says.

“I don’t know everything. But I can point you in the right 
direction and give you a quick answer as to what you need to 
put into your formula.”

Sometimes clients come to him with only a vision; others 
have a rudimentary formula. They might need help making 

Meet two key staff members of UST: 
Adam Miller and Dr. Michael Felley. 

They’ll tell you how their zeal for 
supplements manufacturing  

initiated a life-changing journey.

UST

UST: Leading The Field Of 
Supplements Manufacturing
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the active ingredients more absorbable or ensuring they’re at 
safe levels.

Supplement manufacturers often have a “fingers-crossed” 
attitude, Dr. Felley says. That’s not good enough.

“That’s another good thing about having a doc on board,” Dr. 
Felley points out. 

What is UST’s ideal customer?

“The ideal clients are serious marketers who want to do 
things the right way,” Miller says.

UST’s founders launched the company 20 years ago “to 
help the little guy who had the big idea that couldn’t hit the 
minimums of the big boys,” explains Miller. “We’re still true 
to that.”

Their 345 staff formulators are adept at helping clients hit 
their price point for their dream formula. Sometimes lowering 
the volume of active ingredients by adding ingredients that 
get them into the bloodstream faster reduces costs.

“Obviously, the goal is to help them scale [and] keep the 
cost down so that they can build a business with lots of 
recurring volume.” 

What are some red flags in a 
manufacturing lab?

Many labs drive prices down by leaving out vital controls.

UST cuts no corners. “We have the nation’s leading botanists 
literally just looking at samples under a microscope to make 
sure that the plant parts are what they say,” Miller says.

“Every single thing that comes in, we test.”

They’ll test a sample to ensure it’s safe, uncontaminated, 
and at the appropriate potency level. “After we blend and 
encapsulate it, we retest again,” Miller notes.

“We’ve never missed a test as well. There’s never a time where 
we go, ‘Well, we’re running late on this product to ship it through, 
and we’ll just cross our fingers that everything went well.”

With 40 of 180 employees in the quality department, quality 
control is UST’s primary strength. It even has its own building.

In fact, Miller says, “Most manufacturers are going away from 
quality as a business model. We’re one of the very few who 
are actually going the opposite direction – we’re making very 
large capital investments into quality because we want to 
separate ourselves from the pack.”

ustcorp.com

The ideal clients are serious 
marketers who want to do 

things the right way.
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Get The Most 
Out Of Events
Live events can be the 
single greatest tool 
for networking.

The opportunities are endless but that can be 
overwhelming. How do you get the most out of 
attending live events? We’ve got some helpful tips 
to bring with you to your next event.

Many companies are looking for sponsors or to sponsor 
events, booths, dinners, etc. This is the perfect opportunity 
to form a closer connection with your strategic partners or to 
form a new strategic partnership. Often, companies shy away 
from sponsorships for fear of it being an expensive strategy 
but when done right it can be the frugal solution. 

At the conference, you might struggle to get a face to face 
meeting with the decision maker you want to network with. 
Spend some time before the event making a networking 
schedule. Be sure to schedule time in for the more intimate 
events. Don’t be afraid to reach out to the host of the 
event and introduce yourself. They’ll be glad to hear you're 
interested in their event. 

Get those contacts! This is the hardest thing to keep 
organized at any event but it is the most crucial. The best 
move is to plan some time in the hotel room before bed 
where you list out everyone whose contact information you 
collected that day and what you’re networking with them 
for. We recommend listing them in a CRM. We’re big fans of 
Pipedrive. 

This might seem like a lot of work for an event, but an 
event done right can land you the leads and conversions 
of a year’s worth of blog posts. We hope to see you at this 
year’s events. To stay up to date on where we’ll be follow 
ShipOffers on Facebook. 
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What 
are your 
absolute 
favorite 
events?
Go to 
www.shipoffers.com/
submitanevent/
and give us 
your suggestions!



No doubt you’ve heard about surcharging.  That’s passing 
through your merchant processing fees to your customers.   

We have a question for you:
 

What would happen to your net margin if  you no longer had to pay 
your merchant fees out of  your pocket?  Assuming no erosion in  
conversion or renewals, it will add about 30% to your net income.
 
Channeling Julia Roberts:  Big Deal.  Really Big!  HUGE!
 
Simple idea, right?  Just slap a 3% surcharge on all your card sales 
and use that to pay your merchant fees.  Unfortunately, it’s not that 
easy.  In the United States, sixty-seven government agencies and 
card issuers have rules that make compliance hard and complicated.  
 
What’s the upside?  A big number drops to your bottom line,  
usually about 3% of  gross credit card revenues. What’s the downside?  
If  you’re not compliant you lose your merchant account.  Sit with  

regulators explaining why you didn’t follow the rules and nego-
tiate the fine; then refund all the fees you collected to all of  your 
customers.  A Faustian choice for sure, unless you do it right.
 
SurchX does it right and we make it as simple as it can be.  In 
most cases, we do it for no out-of-pocket expense to you.  For 
card-not-present merchants, we’re the only solution that guaran-
tees compliance and works seamlessly with your existing proces-
sor and infrastructure.
 
Some merchants worry that adding a surcharge will reduce con-
version and renewal rates.  We get that.  That’s why we have the 
data showing otherwise to help you decide.
 
So, a seamless solution that recovers 3% of  gross credit card 
sales to your bottom line, guaranteed compliance, no cost to you.
 
How do you say no to that?

You don’t.

Spend 30 minutes getting the facts from one of  our professionals.  
Decide with the data from your specific site.   Then relax and 
dream of  how you will spend all that new-found cash. Work 
with SurchX and that dream will become reality in short order.  

SurchX: The next big thing from the creator of  LifeLock.

sur • charg • ing
verb 
the next big thing: surcharging
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